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1.

Introduction

When technology grows cumulatively, there may be a large discrepancy between the social value of an innovation and the profit collected
by the innovator. On one hand, the innovation may be very valuable
because it has spillover benefits for future innovators. On the other
hand, future innovators are a competitive threat. Each innovator fears
that his profit flow will be terminated by invention of an even better
product.
In such an environment the statutory life of a patent may be
irrelevant. In this paper we introduce the notion of effective patent life,
which is the expected time until a patented product is replaced in the
market. We argue that effective patent life depends on patent breadth
as well as on statutory patent life, since patent breadth determines
which products can replace the patented product. We investigate the
optimal design of patents, given that breadth helps determine effective
life.
There is at least some evidence that effective patent lives are
short. Mansfield (1984) reports from survey evidence that in some
industries 60% of patents are effectively terminated within 4 years,
which is considerably less than the statutory life of 17 years. This
finding was corroborated by Levin et al. (1987), who reported (Table 9)
that almost all patents are duplicated within five years. Further evidence of short effective patent lives comes from patent renewal data:
Schankerman and Pakes (1986) conclude that European patents lose on
the order of 20% of their value per year, and Pakes (1986) reports that
only 7 percent of French patents and 11 percent of German patents are
maintained until the patent expires [see also Pakes and Schankerman
(1984)]. Lanjouw (1993) presents a more disaggregated model of how
German patents become obsolete, and concludes that fewer than 50%
are maintained more than ten years.
Of course, a discrepancy between effective and statutory patent
lives is not inevitable: it vanishes if patents are very broad so that every
subsequent innovation in a product line infringes on every unexpired
patent in that product line. We are led to the following design question:
Should patents be long-lived but narrow, so that they effectively expire
at an endogenous time when a better product is made? Or should they
be relatively broad but short-lived, so that the effective patent life
coincides with the statutory patent life? It turns out that the two policies are not equivalent, even if both lead to the same rate of innovation.
To sustain a given rate of innovation, the effective patent life in the first
policy must be longer than the effective (statutory) patent life in the
second policy, which exacerbates the inefficiencies due to market
power.
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To study this question, we must have a stylized understanding of
patent law. We propose that there are at least two types of patent
breadth: lagging breadth and leading breadth. We propose that lagging
breadth protects against competition from products inferior to the patented product, and leading breadth protects against competition from
products with higher quality. We show that lagging breadth alone may
provide insufficient incentives for investment even when the statutory
patent life is very long, and we show how leading breadth can extend
effective patent life and stimulate R&D.
We realize that leading breadth seems prima facie untenable on
the basis that it gives property rights on qualities (products) that the
patentholder did not invent. We address this question at some length
in the conclusion. For the moment we simply observe the implication
of our analysis: Without some form of leading breadth, the effectiveness of the patent system to promote innovation is seriously impeded.
To isolate the questions of interest, we study a particularly simple
investment environment where the rate of turnover in the market has
an exogenous component, namely, the rate at which firms have ideas
for improved products. An innovation requires both an idea and a
decision to invest in it. The R&D literature has studied two types of
research environments: those where opportunities for investment (i.e.,
ideas) are public knowledge, and those where opportunities for investment are private knowledge. When an investment opportunity is public knowledge, then firms may race for the patent. Since patent races
have been well studied elsewhere [see Reinganum (1989), or
O’Donoghue (1996) for patent races on quality ladders], we assume
that ideas are private knowledge, so that a single firm has the opportunity to invest in each one. This is essentially the assumption of Nordhaus (1969) and the recent literature with two stages of innovation, e.g.,
Green and Scotchmer (1995). Each firm makes a single decision, which
is whether or not to invest in a given investment opportunity.
As in all investigations of optimal patent policy, our conclusions
involve a tradeoff between the rate of innovation and monopoly distortions. Broad patents may accelerate innovation, but since infringing
improvements must be licensed, broad patents concentrate market
power by consolidating quality improvements in the hands of one
firm. Consolidation increases the quality gap between firms in the
market, and leads to an inefficiency due to delayed diffusion. To show
this, we use an axiomatic model of the output market based on the
natural-oligopoly model of Gabszewicz and Thisse (1980) and Shaked
and Sutton (1983).
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Our main conclusions are:

Patent breadth—in particular, leading breadth—can increase the rate
of innovation by increasing the effective patent life, and without it,
the rate of innovation may be seriously suboptimal.
 A specified rate of innovation can be achieved with either (1) a
patent of infinite length and modest leading breadth, or (2) a patent
with infinite leading breadth and modest length. The former is more
efficient in minimizing R&D costs, but the latter is more efficient in
minimizing the costs of delayed diffusion.


Although our notion of leading breadth is similar to the notion of
patent breadth used in the two-stage models of Green and Scotchmer
(1990, 1995), Scotchmer (1991, 1996), Chang (1995), Cheong (1994),
Chou and Haller (1995), Matutes et al. (1996), Schmitz (1989), and Van
Dijk (1996), we investigate a different issue. The two-stage models
focus on how patent breadth operates via infringement and licensing
as a vehicle to transfer profit from applications of a technology to its
inventor. The time between innovations is assumed for convenience to
be zero, and the statutory patent life determines the total profit while
the breadth determines its division. [See in particular Green and
Scotchmer (1995), Scotchmer (1991, 1996), Chou and Haller (1995).]
With repeated innovation the division of profit between first and second innovators is not the focus, since every innovator will be in both
positions. Instead the focus is how to increase total profit while minimizing monopoly distortions.
Tandon (1982), Gilbert and Shapiro (1990), Klemperer (1990), Gallini (1992), and Denicolo (1996) have addressed optimal patent breadth
in the context of one-time innovation, where broader patents permit a
shorter patent life. Broader patents increase static inefficiencies, but
with a shorter life the inefficiencies terminate sooner. In contrast, when
innovation is cumulative the patent breadth and patent life must work
together to achieve an adequate effective patent life, which is an additional consideration.
In Section 2 we present a simplified model with homogeneous
tastes, and expose the potential deficiencies of a patent system without
leading breadth. In Section 3 we show how leading breadth can extend
effective patent life and stimulate R&D, and we compare the two types
of policy with leading breadth outlined above. In Section 4 we introduce oligopoly distortions by introducing heterogeneity in tastes and
studying the natural-oligopoly model. This permits us to investigate
which type of policy is least distortionary from the consumers’ point of
view. Section 5 investigates leading breadth in the natural-oligopoly
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model, and Section 6 concludes with a discussion of how the model
described here reflects patent law.

2.

A Model with Homogeneous Tastes

We first consider a simple output market with homogeneous tastes and
no static inefficiency. This simple model allows us to illustrate why
lagging breadth can lead to suboptimal investment, and how leading
breadth can stimulate R&D. In later sections we introduce oligopoly
distortions due to heterogeneous tastes.

2.1

Innovation

Innovation determines what qualities are technologically feasible at
any given time (but patent law may restrict the qualities that are available to a given firm). We assume there is an infinite sequence of innovations described by (D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D i, . . .), and qualities are given by
qi = qi 1 + D i, where D i is the ith innovation (see Figure 1). After
innovation i, any quality q # qi is technologically feasible.
We assume there is a Poisson process with parameter l that determines the rate at which firms collectively receive ideas for improvements, with each idea received by a single random firm. We assume
that there are a large number of firms, so that a firm is unlikely to be
its own successor. In fact, for simplicity we assume that a firm’s probability of being its own successor is zero; the next firm to get an idea
will be a different firm.1
An idea is a pair (D , c), where D is the quality improvement
facilitated by investment and c is the cost. If the firm pays the investment cost, the idea becomes an innovation, namely an increment to the
previous maximum quality. If the firm does not pay the investment
cost, the idea is lost. For simplicity, we assume that every idea has the
same investment cost c, but that the quality improvement D is distributed (conditional on having an idea) according to a stationary distribution F with support in R + and density f. Our assumption of constant
investment costs is a proxy to mean that costs are distributed independently of D .

1. This assumption is for analytical ease. In the basic model of this section and the
next, this assumption will be irrelevant: Whether a firm invests in a given idea is independent of whether that firm had the previous idea. In the natural-oligopoly model of
Sections 4 and 5, market incumbents are less likely to invest than outside firms; however,
the qualitative nature of our results for outside firms (i.e., leading breadth can increase
the incentive to invest) also holds for market incumbents.
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FIGURE 1.

2.2

Patent Instruments

The premise, of course, is that the government cannot tell firms which
ideas to invest in. Instead, the government has a limited set of policy
tools that can create incentives to invest.
We consider three policy tools concerning patents: patent length,
lagging breadth, and leading breadth. The statutory patent life is the
number of years, T, until the product can be marketed by competitors.
To define lagging and leading breadth, suppose that a quality qi is
patented. Leading breadth is a number K > 0 such that any firm producing a quality in the interval (qi, qi + K) (qualities higher than the
patented quality) would infringe the patent, which means for our purposes that such a quality cannot be produced without a license. By
lagging breadth, we mean a protected zone of qualities lower than the
innovator’s quality with the same infringement interpretation. See Figure 1. We assume that all innovations are patentable, whether they
infringe another patent or not.2

2.3

Output Market

In this section and the next we assume that all agents purchase one unit
of the good, and have the same willingness to pay for quality, i.e., their
preferences are q  p, where q is the quality and p is the price. We refer
to this model as homogeneous tastes. Firms compete on price, so if a firm
produces quality qi and the highest quality produced by a rival is qi 1 ,
then the price will be p = qi  qi 1 . Hence, if the ith innovator can
protect the entire quality increment D i facilitated by his innovation,

2. A fourth policy instrument is whether an innovation is patentable, whether or not
it infringes. See O’Donoghue (1997) for a discussion of this additional policy instrument
in the context of an infinite stream of innovation, and Scotchmer and Green (1990),
Scotchmer (1996), and Luski and Wettstein (1995) for discussions in the context of twostage innovation.
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then he can charge price D i. We assume that the market has size one, so
that the flow of profit is equal to the price.
The social value of an innovation D is D /r (where r is the discount
rate), since it becomes the base for all future quality improvements,
and its incremental value lasts forever. Let D o p t be the minimum idea
such that all ideas D $ D o p t should optimally become innovations.
Then D o p t satisfies D o p t /r = c.
The rate of innovation when all ideas D $ D become innovations is
defined by
F ~D ! º l

*
D

`

D dF.

(1)

The rate of innovation is the arrival rate of ideas, l , multiplied by the
expected innovation size conditional on having an idea. The socially
optimal rate of innovation is F (D o p t ).

2.4

The Limits of Lagging Breadth

Perhaps the most natural type of patent breadth is lagging breadth,
since it protects against imitation of a product that has already been
invented. In contrast, leading breadth grants property rights on qualities that have not been invented by the patentee. We now point out that
lagging breadth alone provides insufficient incentives for R&D.
To make the most favorable case for lagging breadth, we assume
that it protects the entire quality gap between the patented quality and
the previously patented quality. Hence, flow revenue for the ith market
incumbent is D i, and lasts until the next innovation. Since the ith innovation creates flow welfare D i, it follows that each innovator appropriates the entire flow of social benefit he created, but only during his
incumbency.
To make the case for lagging breadth even more favorable, we
assume that the statutory patent life is infinite. However, the flow of
profit ends when the (i + 1)st innovation occurs. If firms invest in ideas
D $ D , the arrival rate of innovations is
G ~ D ! º l @ 1 - F~ D ! # ,

(2)

and the net discounted profit for the ith innovator is D i/[r + G (D )]  c.3


3. If the flow of profit D lasts for length t, the discounted profit is D (1  e rt )/r. If
the duration t is distributed according to a Poisson process with arrival rate G (which

is l [1  F(D )] above), it has probability density G e G t, t Î [0, ` ). Hence we have


ò `0 [D (1  e rt )/r] G e G t dt = D /(r + G ).
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The profitability of an idea D to a given firm depends on the investment strategy of future firms, since their investment strategy determines the effective patent life.
An equilibrium without leading breadth is D * such that D */[r + G (D *)]
= c, and all ideas D $ D * become innovations.
The equilibrium rate of innovation is F (D *), where F is defined in
equation (1).

Proposition 1 (Without Leading Breadth, Firms Underinvest in R&D): The equilibrium rate of innovation is suboptimal, that
is, F (D *) < F (D

opt

).

Proof. The result follows because D * satisfies
D *
= c,
r + l @ 1 - F~ D *! #

and D

opt

satisfies D

opt

/r = c; hence D * > D

o pt

.

u

The intuition for Proposition 1 is that discussed in the introduction: Even though patent life is infinite and each innovator can fully
appropriate the flow benefits of his innovation during his market incumbency, the patent effectively terminates when another firm invents
a better product. To emphasize this intuition, we define effective patent
life as the expected length of time for which an innovator remains the
incumbent. Without leading breadth (but with infinite statutory patent
life), the effective patent life is 1/G (D *).4 In the next section, we ask
how leading breadth can extend effective patent life and stimulate
R&D.

3.

The Role of Leading Breadth

Our contribution in this section is to show how leading breadth can
stimulate R&D by increasing effective patent life. The intuition is as
follows: With leading breadth K > D *, the effective patent life can be
longer than 1/G (D *), because any innovation D Î (D *, K) infringes the
previous patent and therefore does not terminate that patent. The objective is to elicit investment in infringing innovations D < D *, thus
increasing the rate of innovation. A longer effective patent life makes
an infringing innovation more profitable by extending the length of
time it can be licensed to the market incumbent.

4. If the length of market incumbency, t, is distributed according to a Poisson process
with arrival rate G , then the expectation of t is 1/G .
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We consider two types of patents with leading breadth: (1) patents with finite leading breadth and infinite patent life, and (2) patents
with infinite leading breadth and finite patent life. Under the first type
of policy, the effective patent life is determined endogenously by when
a sufficiently better product is invented. Infinite patent life is a proxy
for a long, finite patent life, where an innovator’s monopoly power is
more likely to end because a better product is invented than because
the patent expires. Under the second type of policy, the effective patent
life is the statutory patent life T.
Formally, a patent policy with leading breadth is (K, T) Î R + × R + .
The previous section without leading breadth investigated the
policy (0, ` ). We now consider policies (K, ` ), 0 < K < ` , and (` , T),
0<T<` .
Infringing innovations will be licensed to the market incumbent,
and they increase the incumbent’s market power by increasing the gap
between the quality he sells and the previous patented quality. If a
market incumbent with patented quality qi and market gap (price) D i
licenses an innovation D , the new quality gap (price) will be D i + D , and
the quality he sells will be qi + D .
Leading breadth elicits investment in infringing innovations that
will be licensed. Both policies (K, ` ) and (` , T) create larger market
gaps than would occur without leading breadth, but the gap does not
grow forever. Under the policy (K, ` ), licensed innovations eventually
stop accumulating when a noninfringing improved product appears in
the market. Under the policy (` , T), licensed innovations eventually
stop accumulating because older patents expire.
The incentives for R&D depend on how profit is shared in licensing negotiations. Without specifying a bargaining game, we make
three assumptions about how profit is shared:

Assumption 1: When a firm receives an idea for an infringing improvement, it can bargain with an infringed patentholder without giving away the
idea.
An alternative assumption would be that bargaining takes place
after the innovator has invested c in developing the improvement.
Then the bargaining surplus would exclude costs c, which are sunk. Ex
post bargaining would discourage some innovations, hence reduce investment, but would not change the nature of our conclusions. Our
assumption makes the arguments simpler.

Assumption 2: The incremental profit facilitated by an infringing innovation is divided in a licensing agreement such that the owner’s share is
nonincreasing in the number of infringed patents.

10
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This assumption holds for familiar bargaining solutions such as
Nash bargaining, and means that the bargaining power of the infringing innovator does not increase if he faces more opponents.

Assumption 3: The parties to a licensing agreement divide the incremental profit so that each one receives a nonnegative share.

3.1

Finite Leading Breadth

We now consider the patent policy (K, ` ).
Under a policy (K, ` ), an innovator with a noninfringing innovation will remain the market incumbent until the next noninfringing
innovation, and may license infringing innovations in the interim. Innovations D $ K are noninfringing. If K < D *, then leading breadth has
no effect. Assuming that K $ D *, the arrival rate of noninfringing
innovations is G (K) º l [1  F(K)]. The effective patent life is thus
1/G (K), and the effective patent life increases with K.
The effect of leading breadth on the rate of innovation turns on
which infringing ideas will become innovations, since those are the
ideas D < D * that would otherwise not become innovations. Assuming
K > D *, it is immediate that all ideas D $ K will become innovations.
These ideas are noninfringing, and if they are profitable without leading breadth, then they are even more profitable when leading breadth
is granted, since leading breadth increases the effective patent life.
An infringing innovation D contributes increment D to the market
incumbent’s flow of profit. The profit surplus created by licensing is
therefore D /[r + G (K)]  c, and Assumption 1 implies that investment
occurs if this surplus is nonnegative. (See footnote 3 above for the
calculation.)
For K $ D *, an equilibrium under policy (K, ` ) is D K(K) such that
K
D (K)/[r + G (K)] = c and all ideas D $ D K (K) become innovations.
The equilibrium rate of innovation is F (D K(K)), where F is defined in equation (1).

Proposition 2 (Under Policies (K, ` ), the Limit Rate of
Innovation as K Becomes Large is Optimal): The equilibrium
rate of innovation F (D
F (D o p t ).

Proof. F (z) and D

K

(K)) is increasing in K, and limK®

`

F (D

K

(K)) =

(z) are both decreasing, so F (D K(K)) is increasing in
K. Using the definition of equilibrium, as K ® ` , D K(K) ® D o p t . The
result follows.
u
K
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Infinite Leading Breadth

D

Now suppose the patent policy is (` , T). Under a policy (` , T), every
future improved product infringes until expiration of the patent.
Hence, the effective patent life is identical to the statutory patent life T.
To understand how licensing operates in this case, consider an
innovation at time t. If patents have infinite leading breadth and patent
length T, the innovation at time t infringes all patents issued between
t  T and t, and the innovator must reach licensing agreements with
their owners. Further, any innovation made between t and t + T will
infringe the patent issued at time t, and licenses will be negotiated with
those innovators. Every patent goes through the following life cycle: In
early life it infringes prior patents, in midlife it is both infringing and
infringed, and in late life subsequent patents infringe it.
We are not specific about which firm is the seller at any given
time, e.g., the seller might be the latest innovator or the owner of the
oldest unexpired patent. The division of profit can be negotiated independently of who is the actual seller. The parties to the negotiation
are the prospective innovator and the owners of unexpired patents. As
in the previous section, the incentive to invest in an idea D depends
only on the surplus profit that the innovation would create, and not on
the specific licensing fees.
The profit surplus has two components: (i) the direct addition to
output market profits, and (ii) the incremental claims on subsequent
innovations that are patented between t and t + T. These are the first
and second terms of equation (3) below. An innovation D contributes
increment D to market profits for the entire life of its patent. Hence,

part (i) has discounted value D (1  e rT)/r.
Part (ii), which is L(z) below, will depend on the history of innovation, since profit on subsequent infringing innovations will be
shared in a way that reflects the number of infringed patents. We let H
be the set of possible patenting histories. A specific history h Î H
describes the dates and sizes of all previous quality improvements. The
dates of all previous patents and the patent length T determine the
number of infringed patents at any time t. The number L(T, h) describes
expected claims on innovations invented between t and t + T facilitated
by the patent at time t when the history is h; that is, claims that could
not otherwise be made on future innovations. Assumption 2 implies
that L(T, h) > 0 for all T > 0, h Î H.
The profit surplus of an innovation D is therefore
1 - er

rT

+ L~ T, h ! - c.

(3)
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An equilibrium under policy (` , T) is a set of values {D T(T, h), h Î H} such

that for each h Î H, D T(T, h)(1  e rT)/r + L(T, h) = c and all ideas D $
D T(T, h) become innovations.
The rate of innovation under policy (` , T) is defined by

*
l

S*

`

D T~ T, h!

H

D dF

D

dG(h; T) º

*

H

F (D

T

(T, h)) dG(h; T).

(4)

The equilibrium induces a probability distribution on histories, described by elements of H. That is, at a random time t, there is a probability distribution on the dates of previous innovations, which we
shall refer to by a cumulative distribution function G(z; T).

Proposition 3 (Under Policies (` , T), the Limit Rate of
Innovation as T Becomes Large Is No Smaller than Optimal): Suppose that for each h Î H, L(T, h) converges to a nonnegative
limit as T becomes large. Then for each h Î
F (D o p t ).

Proof.
limT®

`

D

H, limT®

`

F (D

(T, h)) $

T

This follows from (3) because L(T, h) > 0 and hence
T
(T, h) # D o p t .
u

3.3 Comparison of the Two Policies with
Leading Breadth
We have shown in a model with homogeneous tastes that both types of
policy with leading breadth can extend effective patent life and stimulate R&D. However, they are not equivalent, as they may have different
R&D costs. In addition, different effective patent lives may be required
to support the same rate of innovation. The latter will be important in
the next section, where we introduce heterogeneous tastes and oligopoly distortions.

Proposition 4 (Comparison of the Policies with Leading
Breadth): Suppose two policies (K, ` ) and (` , T) induce the same rate
of innovation. Then:
1. Policy (` , T) has a shorter effective patent life, or T < 1/G (K).
2. Policy (K, ` ) has lower total R&D costs.

Proof. See Appendix A.

u

Proposition 4(1) states that to achieve a specified innovation rate,
the effective patent life under a policy (K, ` ) must be longer than under
a policy (` , T). Alternatively stated, if the effective patent life under
(K, ` ) were the same as the statutory patent life T, then the policy
(K, ` ) would induce a smaller rate of innovation. This might seem para-
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doxical, since policies with the same patent lives should generate more
or less the same total profit. Hence the difference in the amount of
investment must be traceable to how the profit is distributed.
In the policy (` , T), patents eventually expire, so that a prospective innovation causes future innovations to be infringing in periods
when they would otherwise be noninfringing. By causing them to be
infringing, the patent creates claims against them that were not available to the previous patentholders. The profit of these infringing innovations is shared with the infringed patentholder through licensing,
represented by the licensing surplus L(z).
Compare with the alternative policy (K, ` ). The marginal idea
D K(K) that determines the innovation rate is always an infringing idea.
An infringing idea does not create claims against future innovations
that are not already owned by the previous patentholder, since the
previous patent lasts forever. The surplus on infringing ideas that is
shared through licensing accrues to the owners of noninfringing ideas,
who collect a large share of the total profit. But it is the willingness to
invest in infringing ideas, not noninfringing ideas, that determines the
rate of innovation, and the infringing ideas receive a small share of
total profit. In contrast, the policy (` , T) makes no such clear distinction between infringing and noninfringing ideas.
Although the policy (` , T) can sustain a specified rate of innovation with a shorter patent life, Proposition 4(2) states that it may
have the offsetting disadvantage of higher R&D costs. The intuition for
Proposition 4(2) is as follows. The minimum acceptable idea under the
policy (` , T) is stochastic (it depends on the history h), so sometimes
ideas with low D may be undertaken, whereas other times highervalued ideas are forgone. Costs can obviously be cut by investing once
in 2D rather than twice in D , and this is why the common minimum
value D K(K) leads to lower total costs, conditional on a fixed innovation
rate.
If all quality innovations reach all consumers instantly and demand is inelastic, policy (K, ` ) is clearly better than policy (` , T): (K, ` )
has lower R&D costs, and the longer effective patent life is irrelevant,
since there are no consumer losses due to market distortions. But with
static inefficiencies, a longer effective patent life reduces consumer
welfare. That is the topic of the next two sections.

14
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4.

Oligopoly Distortions

The purpose of the previous section was to isolate the role of leading
breadth in extending effective patent life and stimulating R&D. We
therefore studied a model with no market distortions once the innovations had occurred. The only inefficiencies were that the rate of
innovation could be too low, and R&D costs could be unnecessarily
high. We showed that R&D costs would be higher in the policy (` , T)
than in (K, ` ).
We now show that market distortions can change our conclusions
in two ways: Lagging breadth alone might overreward R&D so there is
too much innovation, and the market distortions might be more onerous in the policy (K, ` ) than in (` , T), and thus overturn its cost
advantage.

4.1

The Output Market

To develop these points we introduce heterogeneity in tastes into the
above model. This gives us the natural-oligopoly model of Gabszewicz
and Thisse (1980) and Shaked and Sutton (1983). In order not to be
distracted by details of the output market, we first take an axiomatic
approach to how the market operates, and then point out in Appendix
C how the axioms follow from the natural-oligopoly model. An inefficiency arises because consumers have heterogeneous tastes for quality, and as a result do not all consume the highest-quality product, even
though that would be efficient. Instead, the consumers with lower
willingness to pay for quality consume a lower-quality product. Quality improvements are diffused to the whole market only after a delay.
Our axioms pertain to the output market once the qualities of the
potential entrants are fixed by innovation and patents:
1. Competition in the output market allows exactly two firms to earn
positive profit at any point in time, a market leader with a higherquality product denoted qH, and a market follower with a lowerquality product denoted qL.
2. Each consumer consumes one unit of the product at each point in
time, but the quality purchased improves as innovation occurs.
Consumers have preferences u q  p, where u Î [ u 0 , u 0 ]. They thus
differ in their willingness to pay for product quality, and in the
outcome of market competition, they separate into two groups that
do not change over time. A group of size nL with lower willingness
to pay for quality always purchases from the current market follower, and a group of size nH with higher willingness to pay for
quality always purchases from the current market leader.
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3. Define the quality gap as D º qH  qL. The two firms in the market
each earn profit that is a linear function of the quality gap. We let
p HD and p LD refer respectively to the equilibrium profits of the
firms with higher quality and lower quality, where p L and p H are
constants with p H > p L.
4. Let B represent the sum of all consumers’ willingness to pay for a
unit increase in quality, and let , represent the portion of that willingness to pay attributable to the nL consumers who purchase the
lower-quality product. Then the flow welfare when the market
qualities are qH, qL is BqH  ,D .
5. The flow of profit p HD that accrues to the higher-quality firm is no
greater than the summed willingness to pay of its customers,
(B  ,)D . Hence, B  , > p H.
Axiom 1 is the main conclusion of the natural-oligopoly model.
When consumers differ in their willingness to pay for quality, there can
be more than one firm in the market, but there is room for only a finite
number of firms. With appropriate specification of parameters, as discussed in Appendix C, there is room for exactly two firms. Axiom 2
reflects the division of consumers among firms in the natural-oligopoly
model. The profit functions in Axiom 3 are the outcome of price competition in the natural-oligopoly model when there is a flow cost to
market participation. Axiom 4 reflects that each consumer’s utility is
linear in the quality consumed.

4.2

Lagging Breadth in the Natural-Oligopoly Model

We begin our analysis of the natural-oligopoly model by reinvestigating what happens with complete lagging breadth and infinite patent
life, but no leading breadth.
In the natural-oligopoly model, the ith innovator earns payoffs in
two periods: as market leader just subsequent to the innovation, when
it collects flow profit p HD i, and as market follower after the next innovation, when it collects flow profit p LD i+ 1 . After subsequent innovations, the firm is displaced from the market. Hence, if future firms
invest in ideas D $ D , the net discounted profit for the ith innovator is
P ~ D ,D ! º

p

HD

r+G ~ D !

+

p

LD

~D !

e

r+G ~ D !

S

G ~D !

r+G ~ D !

D

- c,

(5)
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and G (z) is the arrival rate of innovations and is defined by G (D ) =
l [1  F(D )] [as in equation (2)]. The expectation function D e is defined
by
1
`
D e~ D ! º
D dF.
1 - F~ D ! D

*

The first term of (5) is the discounted flow of profit as market leader,
which lasts until the innovator is displaced as market leader by the
next innovation (see footnote 3). The second term is the discounted
flow of profit after the innovator becomes the market follower. During
the period as follower, the innovator’s profit is determined not by his
own quality increment D i, but by the quality increment of his successor,
which has expected value D e(D ). Discounted from when it begins, the
flow profit p LD e(D ) has discounted expected value p LD e(D )/[r + G (D )],
which reflects that the flow of profit ends when a third innovation
occurs. p LD e(D )/[r +G (D )] is multiplied by G (D )/[r + G (D )] because the
flow of profit begins when the innovator is displaced as market leader
by the next innovation.5
It is convenient in this section to make explicit in the definition of
equilibrium that the minimum profitable idea D * depends on l . An
equilibrium without leading breadth is
D ˜ *~ l ! =

H

D 8
0

if
if

P ~ D 8, D 8! = 0,
P ~ 0, 0 ! $ 0,

where it is understood that P (z, z) depends on l . All ideas D $ D ˜ *(l )
become innovations.
We first point out that the natural-oligopoly model creates a
‘‘foot-in-the-door effect’’: Since firms earn profit as market follower in
addition to their profits as market leader, there is an added incentive to
invest. The profit an innovator will earn as market follower will depend on the size of the next innovation, which could be large. As a
result, firms may invest in small ideas simply as a means to secure a
market position. The following example shows that the minimum profitable idea can even be D = 0, which is clearly inefficient, since D = 0
provides no consumer value.
Example (Foot-in-the-Door Effect): Suppose that D e(0) = 1, c = 1, l = 0.5
(so ideas occur on average every 2 years), r = 0.1 and p L = 1.6 Then
p (0, 0) > 0, so firms will invest in all ideas.
5. If the value v º p LD e(D )/(r + G (D )) is received at time t, the discounted value is


`


ve rt. As in footnote 3, t has probability density G e rT, t Î [0, ` ), so ò 0 (ve rt )G e G t dt = vG /
(r + G ).
6. p L = 1 is consistent with ( u 0 , u 0 ) = (3, 9) in Appendix C.
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FIGURE 2.
In this example, firms invest in ideas that yield zero flow profit as
market leader because the expected future profits as market follower
are sufficient to cover R&D costs. The foot-in-the-door effect implies
that firms might overinvest in R&D even without leading breadth.7 But
when l is high so that market incumbency is short, firms must make
high profit as both market leader and market follower in order to cover
their costs. As a result, for high l , investment will be suboptimal despite the foot-in-the-door effect.
Figure 2 summarizes how the equilibrium D *(z) depends on l .
The parameter D ˆ is defined by p HD ˆ /r  c = 0 and represents the
equilibrium cutoff if an innovator remained market leader forever. The
following lemma is proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 1: D ˜ *(0) = D ˆ , and D ˜ *(z) is either nondecreasing or U-shaped.
To compare equilibrium with optimal investment we must char-

7. A separate reason for excess investment in R&D is that patent races speed up
investment. See Reinganum (1989) for a summary of the patent-race literature. A related
idea is what the endogenous-growth literature calls the ‘‘business stealing effect’’ [see
Aghion and Howitt (1992), Grossman and Helpman (1991), and Romer (1994)].
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acterize optimal investment. The following welfare expression W*(D )
is derived in Appendix B:
W*~ D ! º

G ~D !

r

F

G

,
B e
D ~D ! D e~ D ! - c .
r
r+G ~ D !

(6)

This expression assumes for simplicity that the initial market gap is 0,
but we point out in Appendix B that our propositions remain intact if
the initial market gap is positive. A simple (but slightly misleading)
intuition for the expression is as follows.
The bracketed factor is the expected value of each innovation.
There are G (D ) innovations per unit time, and we divide by r to allow
for all the innovations in the infinite future. The first bracketed term
represents the expected social benefit of a quality increment if it is
received by all consumers immediately. The increment to welfare flow
BD e(D ) is divided by r to reflect that it lasts forever, since the quality
increment becomes a foundation for future quality increments. From
this value we subtract the loss due to the delay in diffusing the quality
increment to consumers with low willingness to pay. Using the reasoning in footnote 3, the second term captures the expected discounted
value of losing flow welfare ,D e(D ) until the next innovation. Finally
we subtract off the cost of the innovation.
Let D ˜ o p t (l ) represent the maximizer of W* (which depends on l ).
That is, D ˜ o p t (l ) is the minimum idea that should optimally become an
innovation, recognizing that each innovation reaches the lowwillingness-to-pay consumers only after the subsequent innovation.
Our objective in calculating this second-best type of optimum is to
compare the second-best optimum with equilibrium. The following is
easily verified:
Lemma 2: D ˜ o p t (0) < D ˆ , and D ˜ o pt (z) is decreasing.
In Figure 2, the foot-in-the-door effect appears where D *(l ) <
(l ). It can only occur for low hit rates l of ideas. If the hit rate of
ideas is high, then investment without leading breadth is always deficient, just as in the simple model with homogeneous tastes. This is the
content of the following proposition:
D

opt

Proposition 5 (In the Natural-Oligopoly Model, If Ideas
Are Frequent Then Firms Underinvest without Leading
Breadth): Suppose tastes are heterogeneous. There exists l * such that
D ˜ *(l ) > D ˜ o p t (l ) for all l $ l *.
Proof. D ˜ * (z) is continuous and lim

D ˜ * (l ) = ` . Given this, the result
follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
u
l ®

`
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Thus if the hit rate of ideas is high, lagging breadth is inadequate
in the natural-oligopoly model despite the foot-in-the-door effect. We
now investigate whether leading breadth can solve this problem by
prolonging effective patent life as in the model with homogeneous
tastes.

5. Leading Breadth in the
Natural-Oligopoly Model
The premise of this section is that ideas are frequent (l is high) and
firms underinvest in R&D without leading breadth. To stimulate R&D,
we reconsider the two policies (K, ` ) and (` , T) considered in Section
3. We first describe the equilibria with these policies, pointing out that
leading breadth plays the same role in the natural-oligopoly model as
in the model with homogeneous tastes. However, the naturaloligopoly model introduces a static inefficiency.
In what follows, we suppress the argument l from D ˜ *, assuming
l is large enough to warrant leading breadth.

5.1

Finite Leading Breadth

Under the policy (K, ` ), an innovator with a noninfringing innovation
becomes the market leader, and will maintain this position until the
next noninfringing innovation. In addition, the innovator may license
infringing innovations while market leader. Unlike in the model with
homogeneous tastes, the next noninfringing innovation does not terminate the innovator’s flow of profit. Instead the innovator becomes
market follower, and earns a second flow of profit until the subsequent
noninfringing innovation.
As before, we define the effective patent life as the expected time
between noninfringing innovations, namely 1/G (K).8
As with homogeneous tastes, we focus on K $ D ˜ *, since otherwise
K has no effect. As before, the effect on the rate of innovation turns on
how K affects the profitability of infringing ideas D < K. All ideas D $
K will become innovations, since K extends effective patent life relative
to no leading breadth, and thus increases the profitability of noninfringing innovations.

8. The length of time that a noninfringing innovation earns profit under the policy
(K, ` ) is actually longer than this, since the innovator also earns profit as market follower.
However, this is not true of infringing innovations. It is investment in infringing innovations that determines the rate of innovation.
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An infringing innovation D contributes an increment p HD to the
market leader’s flow of profit until the next noninfringing innovation.
However, an infringing innovation does not add any anticipated profit
from becoming market follower. The market leader will eventually
become market follower whether or not he licenses the infringing improvement. In addition, his profit when market follower depends on
the size of the noninfringing innovation that displaces him, and not on
the quality of the product he sells, hence not on the accumulation of
licensed improvements. Thus, the profit surplus created by licensing is
p

S K~ D , K ! º

HD

r + G ~ K!

- c,

and investment occurs if this surplus is nonnegative.
In the natural-oligopoly model, an equilibrium under policy (K, ` )
is
D ˜ K~ K ! =

H

K
D 8

if

SK(K, K) #

0,

S (K, K) > 0 and SK~ D 8, K ! = 0
such that all ideas D $ D ˜ K(K) become innovations. Since SK is increasing in its first argument, the equilibrium D ˜ K(K) is unique.
if

K

The basic intuition for how the policy (K, ` ) can extend effective
patent life and stimulate R&D is identical to that in Section 3, and we
do not repeat the argument. Our main discovery regarding the policy
(K, ` ) in the natural-oligopoly model is that a small amount of leading
breadth can retard R&D relative to no leading breadth at all (K = 0).
This is perhaps counterintuitive, but can be explained as follows.
Without leading breadth, the marginal innovation is noninfringing, and the innovator stands to profit both as market leader and as
market follower. The foot-in-the-door effect (which results from the
profit as market follower) may elicit investment. In contrast, with leading breadth the marginal innovation infringes the prior patent. The
foot-in-the-door effect is absent, as reflected in the fact that when K =
D ˜ *, SK(D , K) < P (D , D ˜ *). The marginal innovation is less profitable when
it infringes the prior patent and must be licensed.

Proposition 6 (Small Leading Breadth Can Retard R&D):
Suppose tastes are heterogeneous.
1. D ˜ K(K) = D ˜ * for all K Î [0, D ˜ *].
2. There exists K* > D ˜ * such that the rate of innovation and social welfare
are strictly larger for K = 0 (no leading breadth) than for any K Î (D ˜ *, K*).
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Proof. 1: If K < D ˜ *, then leading breadth does not affect any ideas that
firms would invest in.
2: Recalling Figure 2, consider two cases: D ˆ $ D ˜ * and D ˆ < D ˜ *. In
the first case, take any K* > D ˜ *, since D ˜ K(K) $ D ˆ for all K. In the second
case, we have SK(D ˜ *, D ˜ *) < P (D ˜ *, D ˜ *) = 0. Since SK is increasing in its
second argument, there exists a unique K* > D ˜ * such that SK(D ˜ *, K*) =
P (D ˜ *, D ˜ *), which implies D ˜ K(K*) = D ˜ *. For any K Î (D ˜ *, K*), SK(D ˜ *, K) <
0, and D ˜ K(K) > D ˜ *, since SK is increasing in its first argument. Hence, the
rate of innovation is smaller for any K Î (D ˜ *, K*) than for K = 0.
Social welfare is smaller for any K Î (D ˜ *, K*) than for K = 0
because not only is there less innovation, but in addition low-u consumers receive innovations with a longer lag than without leading
breadth.
u

5.2

Infinite Leading Breadth

Suppose the patent policy is (` , T), so the effective patent life is identical to the statutory patent life T. The analysis of this policy is essentially identical to the case of homogeneous tastes in Section 3, and we
will omit much of it.
Under policy (` , T), there will be a market follower who makes
positive profits; however, market-follower profit is not a consideration
when a firm decides whether to invest in an idea. Unlike under the
policy (K, ` ), a patentholder will not necessarily become market follower when he ceases to be market leader. Under the policy (K, ` ), the
previous market leader’s patent is still valid when his product is supplanted in the market. Since no other firm can market his product, he
becomes market follower. Under the policy (` , T), the market follower
produces the highest-quality product whose patent has expired. But
since the patent has expired, there is no reason to believe that its
inventor will market it. We therefore assume that a random firm is the
market follower.9

9. If each patentholder enjoyed a period as market follower, our main conclusion
regarding relative effective patent lives would be strengthened. Since every innovation
then becomes even more profitable under the policy (` , T), the same rate of innovation
can be sustained with an even shorter patent life T. The market for the low-quality
product should be competitive, since the relevant patent has expired. In our formulation,
this market is competitive in the sense of free entry—given the flow cost of market
participation (see Appendix C), entry would not be profitable. If there were no cost of
market participation, then the price of the low-quality product would be driven to zero.
In that case, market-leader profits are still linear in the quality gap, so the qualitative
results are unchanged. However, the magnitude of market-leader profits is smaller,
undermining the effectiveness of policy (` , T). For policy (K, ` ), this issue does not arise,
since the market follower owns a valid patent.
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The profit surplus is therefore the same in the natural-oligopoly
model as in the homogeneous-tastes model, except that the increment
to the market leader’s flow profit is p HD instead of D . Hence, investment occurs if the following surplus is nonnegative:
S ~ D , T, h ! º
T

p

S

HD

1 - er

rT

D

+ L~ T, h! - c.

In the natural-oligopoly model, an equilibrium under policy (` , T)
is a set of values {D ˜ T(T, h), h Î H}, such that
D ˜ T~ T, h ! =

H

D 8

if

ST(D 8, T, h) = 0 and D 8 > 0,

0

if

ST(0, T, h) $

0,

and, conditional on a history h, all ideas D $ D ˜ T(T, h) become innovations. Since ST is increasing in its first argument, the equilibrium values
{D ˜ T(T, h), h Î H} are unique.
The intuition for how policy (` , T) can stimulate R&D in the
natural-oligopoly model is identical to that in the model with homogeneous tastes.

5.3

Delayed Diffusion

In the model with homogeneous tastes we showed that both policies
(K, ` ) and (` , T) can stimulate R&D, but conditional on having the
same rate of innovation, policy (K, ` ) has lower total R&D costs. This
result is driven by the fact that under (K, ` ) the equilibrium cutoff is
constant, while under (` , T) it is stochastic. Clearly, this result will hold
in the natural-oligopoly model as well. The inefficiency introduced by
heterogeneous tastes is on the consumer side, and it comes in the form
of delayed diffusion.
In the natural-oligopoly model, not all consumers consume the
highest-quality product. Although every innovation eventually
reaches every consumer, there is a lag before it reaches the consumers
with relatively low willingness to pay for quality. Under policy (K, ` )
the expected lag is the expected time between noninfringing innovations, and under policy (` , T) the lag is the statutory patent life T.
Under either policy, a longer lag increases the social cost of delayed
diffusion.
In Section 3, we showed that to induce the same rate of innovation, policy (K, ` ) must have a longer effective patent life than policy
(` , T). With homogeneous tastes, effective patent life is irrelevant for
social welfare. In the natural-oligopoly model, however, the longer
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effective patent life of policy (K, ` ) leads to a higher cost of delayed
diffusion.
To compare the cost of delayed diffusion in the two policies, we
need a welfare expression for each. The welfare expressions defined
below, WK for the policy (K, ` ) and W T for the policy (` , T), represent
the expected social benefits (excluding costs) of the infinite streams of
innovations:
G ~ D ˜ K~ K ! !

WK~ K ! =
or

WK~ K ! =
WT~ T! =

l

*

r

S

,
B e ˜K
D ~ D ~ K! ! D e~ D ˜ K~ K ! !
+
r
r
r G ~ K!
1
B
`
- ,
D dF;
D ˜ K~ K!
r
r + G ~ K!

S

S

G ~ D ˜ T~ T, h! !

D

F

D

*

F S

or

(7)

B e ˜T
D ~ D ~ T, h ! !
r

r
1 - e- rT
- ,
D e~ D ˜ T~ T, h! !
r
l
1 - e- rT
B
T
,
W ~ T! =
H
r r
r
H

D

DG * S*

G

dG~ h; T!
`

˜
D T~ T, h!

D dF

D

dG(h; T).

(8)

In each case the social benefit of an innovation, which would be (B/r)D
if all consumers received it immediately, is reduced by the expected
delay until it reaches the consumers with lower willingness to pay. The
reasoning is analogous to that behind W* in Section 4. (See also our
comments in Appendix B.)

Proposition 7 [Conditional on the Rate of Innovation,
Policy (` , T) Has Lower Costs of Delayed Diffusion than
Policy (K, ` )]: Suppose tastes are heterogeneous, and that two policies
(K, ` ) and (` , T) have the same rate of innovation. Then WK(K) < WT(T).

Proof. The rates of innovation are the same if and only if

*

`

D ˜ K~ K!

D dF =

*

S*

H

`

D ˜ T~ T, h!

D dF

D

dG(h; T).

(9)


Equation (9) and the equilibrium conditions imply (1  e rT)/r <
1/[r + G (K)]. The proof for the natural oligopoly is identical to the proof
for homogeneous tastes in Proposition 4(1). In addition, equation (9), in
conjunction with equations (7) and (8), implies W T(T) > W K(K) if and

only if (1  e rT)/r < 1/[r + G (K)]. The result follows.
u

The intuition for Proposition 7 is straightforward. Given that the
effective patent life required to sustain a given rate of innovation is
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greater in (K, ` ) than in ( ` , T), the delay is longer before lowwillingness-to-pay consumers receive quality improvements, so it
should be no surprise that the costs of delayed diffusion are greater.

6.

Discussion

Our main observation in this paper is that the profitability of R&D
depends on the effective patent life, and that effective patent life is
determined not only by statutory patent life but also by patent breadth.
Unless there is some sustained advantage to entering the market,
such as occurs in the natural-oligopoly model (the foot-in-the-door
effect), lagging breadth alone will not provide sufficient incentives for
R&D. We compared two remedies with leading breadth: (1) infinite
patent life with finite leading breadth and (2) finite patent life with
infinite leading breadth. In the first policy, effective patent lives are
endogenous to the leading breadth and the hit rate of ideas. In the
second policy, effective patent lives coincide with statutory patent
lives, and both are immune to the hit rate of ideas. We showed that the
first policy is superior in reducing R&D costs (conditional on the rate
of innovation), while the second policy has a shorter effective patent
life, and therefore reduces the market distortions.
We conclude with a few remarks on patent doctrine in order to
put our observations into perspective. The fundamental protection of
a patent is that other firms are barred from using the patented technology without the patentholder’s consent. This is as straightforward
as the law can be, but many controversies arise regarding the technologies that can be covered by the patent. The US patent statute does
not refer to patent breadth, except implicitly in how claims are limited
by the enabling disclosure, and in the requirements of novelty and
nonobviousness. These requirements mean collectively that the
claimed technologies must differ substantially from ‘‘prior art.’’ The
disclosure requirement is a test of whether the patentee actually invented the technologies claimed.
For the context of cumulative innovation it seems plausible that
an innovator ‘‘invented’’ all the qualities between the previous state of
the art and his new improved state of the art, and therefore (in our
terms) complete lagging breadth seems justifiable under the law. However, there are at least two ways to think about leading breadth. Perhaps the most straightforward is to say that every subsequent improvement uses the previous technologies, and hence infringes for the
duration of the previous patents. This interpretation would support
the policy with infinite leading breadth and finite patent life.
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But another interpretation is to say that since previous patentholders have not invented the superior qualities, it is unreasonable to
give them effective patent protection against all such products; hence
leading breadth is by its nature untenable. In our model, such an
interpretation might support the policy with long patent life and finite
patent breadth, where effective patent lives are terminated by noninfringing innovations. A small amount of leading breadth might be
justified under the ‘‘doctrine of equivalents.’’ [See, for example, Merges
and Nelson (1990).]
The patent recommendation in this paper is that leading breadth
should be granted when the hit rate of ideas is high; that is, there is an
exogenous force toward rapid turnover in the market. Of course one
must ask what the patent authorities must observe in order to implement such a policy. The main consideration is how quickly an innovator would lose his market position in the absence of such protection.
However, such considerations are not part of the patent statute, and
one could even see how the patent authorities might reach the opposite
conclusion: An active investment climate can be seen as prima facie
evidence that ideas are ‘‘obvious’’ and therefore not protected at all. We
point this out in order to emphasize that the effectiveness of patent law
in supporting research is seriously impeded by the fact that it does not
refer to costs or market structure in how patent protection is circumscribed.10

Appendix A: Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 4. The rates of innovation are the same if and
only if

*

`

D K~ K!

D dF =

*

S*

H

`

D T~ T, h!

D

D dF dG(h; T)

(10)

1: Using the equilibrium conditions, for each h Î
D

K

~ K!

r + G ~ K!

= c = L~ T, h ! + D

T

~ T, h !

S

1 - er

Using (10), there exists h such that D
1 - er

rT

<

1
.
+
r G ~ K!

rT

D

>D

(K) #

K

T

D

~ T, h!

S

H,

1 - er

rT

D

.

(11)

T

(T, h), so using (11),
(12)

10. For a broader discussion of the deficiencies of patent law, see Scotchmer (1991,
1996).
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The average effective patent life in the policy (K, ` ) is 1/G (K). For all
T $ 0, erT $ 1 + rT; hence if T > 1/G (K), erT $ [r + G (K)]/G (K), which
contradicts (12).
2: Total R&D costs are proportional to the total number of innovations. Thus it is enough to show that
1 - F~ D

*

K

~ K! ! #

H

@ 1 - F~ D

T

~ T, h ! ! # dG~ h; T! .

Let Ĥ Ì H be the set {h Î H | D

F*

*

G

D T~ T, h!
D K~ K!

ˆ
H

D dF dG(h; T) =

(T, h) > D

*

T

F*

ˆ
H\ H

(13)

K

(K)}. From (10) it follows that

G

D K~ K!
D T~ T, h!

D dF dG(h; T).

D

We also have
K

~ K!

*

#

*

#

D

ˆ@
H

F~ D

F*

ˆ
H
K

~ K!

~ T, h ! ! - F~ D

T

*

D T~ T, h!
D K~ K!

ˆ@
H\H

This implies ò H[F(D
lows.

G

K

~ K! ! # dG~ h; T !

D dF dG(h; T) =

F~ D

~ K ! ! - F~ D

K

*

D K~ K!
D T~ T, h!

G

D dF dG(h; T)

T

~ T, h ! ! # dG~ h; T! .

(T, h))] dG(h; T) #

T

F*

ˆ
H\ H

F(D

K

(K)), from which (13) fol-

u

Proof of Lemma 1. If l = 0, then P (D , D ) = p HD /r  c for all D , so D ˜ *(0)
= D ˆ . D ˜ *(z) is differentiable, and D ˜ *(l ) ® ` as l ® ` .
For any D ˜ *(l ) > 0, we have
dD ˜ *
dl

-  P ~ D ˜ *~ l ! , D ˜ *~ l ! !
 l
.
=
˜
˜
 P ~ D *~ l ! , D *~ l ! !
 D˜*

It is straightforward to show that the denominator is positive. The
numerator is
-  P ~ D ˜ *~ l ! , D ˜ *~ l ! !
 l
1 - F ~ D ˜ *~ l ! !
=
[r + G (D ˜ *(l ))]2

S

p

˜
HD *~ l ! +

G ~ D ˜ *~ l ! ! - r

r + G ~ D ˜ *~ l ! !

p

LD

~ D ˜ *~ l ! !

e

D

.

Let D ˜ *i be the equilibrium cutoff when l = l i. It is enough to show that
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if D ˜ 1* = D ˜ 2* and l 1 < l 2 , it cannot occur that dD ˜ */dl |l 1 $
# 0 because then
˜
HD *1 +
p

G ~ D ˜ *1 ! - r
G ~ D ˜ *1 ! + r

p

e ˜
LD ~ D *1 ! > 0 > p

˜
HD *2 +

G ~ D ˜ *2 ! - r
G ~ D ˜ *2 ! + r

p

LD

0 and dD ˜ */dl |l

2

~ D ˜ *2 ! .

e

But since D ˜ 1* = D ˜ 2*, since (G  r)/(G + r) is increasing in l , and since
G (D ˜ 1*) < G (D ˜ 2*), this is a contradiction.
u

Appendix B: The Welfare Expressions
We now derive the social welfare expression (6) for the case that no
innovations infringe previous patents (i.e., there is no leading breadth).
The ith innovation D i affects social welfare in three ways: it costs
c, it contributes increment D i to the quality consumed by the consumers with high willingness to pay, and it contributes increment D i 1 to
the consumers with low willingness to pay.
The expression below represents social welfare when the cutoff
idea for all generations is D and the initial quality gap is D 0 . The first
term shows the value of the first innovation. Since the value in large
parentheses accrues at a random time with Poisson hit rate G (z), we
multiply by the factor G (z)/[r + G (z)] according to the reasoning in
footnote 5. The value has the three components above. The cost is  c,
the expected benefit to high-willingness-to-pay consumers is [(B  ,)/
r] D e(D ), and the value transferred to the low-willingness-to-pay consumers is (,/r) D 0 . These values are divided by r to reflect the fact that
each increment becomes the foundation for future increments, and
hence the value lasts forever.
The second term reflects the value of the second innovation. We
square the factor G (z)/[r + G (z)] to reflect that the value in large parentheses accrues after two innovations instead of one. The value in parentheses differs from the first term in that the quality increment transferred to the low-willingness-to-pay consumers is the expected value
of the first innovation, D e(D ).
The subsequent terms continue in the obvious way to give us the
following expression for social welfare:
G ~D !

S

r+G ~ D !
+

S

S

- c+
G ~D !

r+G ~ D
G ~D !
+
r+G ~ D
+....

D

,
B- , e
D ~D ! + D 0
r
r
2
,
B- , e
- c+
D ~ D ! + D e~ D !
!
r
r
3
, e
B- , e
- c+
D ~D ! + D ~D !
!
r
r

D S
D S

D

D
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Rearranging this expression, social welfare is
G ~D !

,

r+G ~ D ! r

D

0

+

G ~ D ! B- ,

r

r

D e~ D ! -

G ~ D ! ,G ~ D !

r

r+G ~ D !

D e~ D ! -

G ~D !

r

c.

When D 0 = 0, social welfare is W*(D ) as given by equation (6). Thus we
have assumed that the quality available initially to all consumers is the
same. If D 0 = 0, then the first innovation increases the quality available
to the consumers with high willingness to pay, but does not increase
the quality available to the consumers with low willingness to pay. If
D 0 > 0, then the value of the first innovation is larger than if D 0 = 0
because the first innovation transfers the quality increment D 0 to the
consumers with low willingness to pay. Thus the socially optimal cutoff is decreasing in D 0 . By choosing D 0 = 0 to define D o p t , we are biasing
the socially optimal cutoff upwards. If D 0 > 0, there would be an even
greater discrepancy between market outcome D ˜ * and the optimal cutoff. The spirit of Proposition 5 remains intact: If D ˜ * represents underinvestment relative to an optimum with D 0 = 0, then it also represents
underinvestment relative to an optimum with D 0 > 0.
To allow for D 0 > 0 in comparing WK with WT in Proposition 7, we
must add the terms
G ~ K! , D
r + G ~ K! r

0

and

e-

rT

,D

0

r

to WK and WT respectively. Using equation (12), the addition to WK is
smaller than the addition to W T, and thus Proposition 7 also remains
intact with D 0 > 0.
Thus the welfare comparisons in the text are unaffected by changing our assumption D 0 = 0 to any D 0 > 0, including its expected value.

Appendix C: Details of the
Natural-Oligopoly Model
We now show that the axioms on the output market in Section 4 are
justified (with some caveats) by the natural-oligopoly model in which
each consumer consumes one unit of the quality-differentiated product. What follows is the version of that model developed by Anderson
et al. (1988, Ch. 8) based on the model of vertical differentiation presented by Mussa and Rosen (1978). As stressed above, the inefficiency
that arises in this oligopoly is not that too few units of the good are
consumed (each person always consumes one unit), but that some
consumers consume an inferior product.
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Letting q represent the quality of the good consumed, p represent
the price, and u represent the consumer’s marginal willingness to pay
for quality, a consumer’s utility is qu  p. The support of consumers’
tastes is [ u 0 , u 0 ], where the measure of consumers with tastes on each
unit interval is one. Firms are risk-neutral and maximize discounted
expected profit. The marginal cost of producing each product is zero.
We first consider the outcome of price competition between two
firms, assuming that their qualities qH and qL are fixed. We then consider how those two competitors are chosen.
The main result of the natural-oligopoly model is that the number
of firms that can capture positive market share is finite and depends
only on the domain of preferences. If u 0 /u 0 > 2, then a second firm will
always capture positive market share, and as long as u 0 /u 0 # 4, a third
firm will never capture positive market share. To justify that the market can accommodate exactly two firms, we assume 4 $ u 0 /u 0 > 2, and
` > u 0 > u 0 > 0. If a third firm were to enter the market, then the
lowest-quality firm would receive zero market share. We assume there
is an e > 0 cost per unit time of being in the market (e.g., there is a small
fixed cost), so no third firm will enter.11 Given the quality gap D = qH
 qL, we find that the prices pL, pH, the profits p LD , p HD , and the
numbers of buyers of the low- and high-quality products, nL, nH, are
pL =
pH =

p

3
D

3

0

~ u

1
~u
3

nH =

1
~ 2u
3

LD =

=

~u
~ 2u

0

- 2u 0 ! ,
0

~ 2u

nL =

HD

p

D

0

- u 0! ,

- 2u 0 ! ,
0

- u 0! ,

- 2u 0 ! 2
D ,
9
0

- u 0! 2
D .
9

11. Without this assumption a third firm might enter the market and receive zero
market share. Its equilibrium price would be zero, but the prices of the other two firms
would be lower than if the third firm were absent. With the assumption of an e flow cost
of market participation, the incumbents’ prices are not constrained by potential competition.
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Actually these are the prices that would prevail if pLD < u 0 qL, which
means that the consumer with lowest willingness to pay would purchase the lower-quality product rather than stay out of the market, and
justifies the assumption that the whole market is served. If D is very
large or qL is very small, this assumption is not satisfied. Even though
qL will eventually be large, it is still possible in each of the above patent
regimes that there is a long string of infringing innovations before a
noninfringing innovation, such that the market gap D becomes too
large to justify the assumption that in equilibrium the whole market is
served. The probability that this happens is small, and our axioms
ignore it for simplicity.12
Assuming that the whole market [u 0 , u 0 ] is served, it is partitioned between the low-quality firm and high-quality firm such that
1
the consumers with willingness to pay u Î [ u 0 , 3( u 0 + u 0 )] purchase from
the low-quality firm, and consumers with willingness to pay u Î
1
[3( u 0 + u 0 ), u 0 ] purchase from the high-quality firm. The division of
consumers between the two firms, given by the willingness to pay u =
1
( u + u 0 ), does not depend on the quality gap D . In our welfare cal3 0
culations above,

*

B=
,=

*

u 0
u 0

u du ,

1 0
~ u + u 0!
3

u 0

u du .

The natural-oligopoly model establishes that two firms will be in the
market at any time, but does not indicate which firms or what qualities. In every patent regime the quality of the market leader was assumed to be the quality of the most recent innovation.
In the policy regimes of no leading breadth and finite leading
breadth, (K, ` ), we assumed that the market follower is the firm that
was market leader prior to the most recent noninfringing innovation,
and he sells the product he invented, say qi. Since he has patent rights

12. Once that point is passed, the marginal infringing innovation becomes less profitable, and incentives to invest in it are somewhat reduced. Allowing for this effect
would dampen the incentive to invest in R&D overall, and reduce the social surplus
available from each innovation, since there is some possibility that not all the market
would be served. We cannot see how these complications would change our comparison
of the two patent regimes.
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on all the qualities between the previous innovation and his own, an
alternative assumption would be that he sells a product of quality qi 1
+ d , where d is small. With the market leader’s product fixed at qi+ 1 , this
would increase the market gap and increase the profit of both sellers.
If we modified the profit functions to reflect this alternative assumption, the cutoff ideas in both regimes would fall, and the rate of innovation would be larger. However, the qualitative conclusions remain
the same: if l is low, then firms may overinvest due to the foot-in-thedoor effect; if l is high, firms may underinvest and leading breadth
may be a useful supplement to lagging breadth; and small leading
breadth can be counterproductive.
Since the market follower is a random firm in the regime (` , T),
the analogous issue does not arise.
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